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E-list 64. An Autumn Miscellany: 22 books for rainy days 

 

 

 

1. Abbott, Jacob: The History of Pyrrhus.  London: Nathaniel Cooke (late Ingram, Cooke, and 

Co.), 1853.  

8vo., pp.[iv], 187, [i]. Engraved half-title, decorative initials and illustrations in the text 

(including map). Some very faint spots of foxing to title page, bright and clean inside. Black 

sheep with embossed grain, spine and boards heavily gilt stamped, a.e.g., pale yellow 

endpapers. Joints a little rubbed but a very good, attractive copy.   

The publisher of this small volume, Nathaniel Cooke, was also the designer of the now-

standard ‘Staunton’ chess set. Cooke was editor of the Illustrated London News, in which 

Howard Staunton’s chess column appeared. In September of 1849 Staunton, at Cooke’s 

request, advertised the new chess set. The set went on to become enormously popular, but 

with Staunton’s name attached rather than Cooke’s. 

[54333] £30 

 

2. Bernard of Clairvaux, St.: (Horstius, Jakob Merlo ed.): [...] Opera omnia: nunc demum in 

V tomos [...]. Coloniae Agrippinae [Cologne]: apud Ioannem Kinchivm sub Monocerote 

veteri, 1641.  



 

 

 

 

 

6 parts in 1 vol. Folio, pp.[xx], 120, 59, [i]; 143, [i]; [iv], 272; [iv], 139, [i]; [xii], 140; [viii], 

384; [iv], 92, 16, [84] + additional engraved frontispiece. Half-title, title-page in red and black 

with woodcut device, woodcut headpieces and initials. Some light toning, occasional foxing 

with Part I especially foxed, a few wax spots, some dampstaining to fore-edge margin at rear. 

Small piece missing from lower margin Part 2 leaf A3, not affecting text, a few small paper 

repairs. Contemporary vellum over wooden boards, faint ink title and remains of paper labels 

to spine, blind-tooled borders, frames and centrepiece, recent metal clasps. Cloth 

reinforcement to front hinge, small repair at tail of spine, a little grubby but very good overall.   

To title-page: illegible ex libris inscription at head, and library ink stamp ‘Studiehuis 

Minderbroeders Nijmegen’. 

Saint Bernard (1090-1153) was Abbot of Clairvaux, one of the most prominent centres of the 

Cistercian Order. In the General Preface to his Life and Works of St Bernard, Abbott of 

Clairvaux (1889), John Mabillon writes: “…in 1641 appeared the best and most accurate 



 

 

[edition] of all, that of James Merlon Horst, a most pious and learned man. That edition threw 

all others into the shade, and was reprinted frequently. […] He had submitted the whole of the 

works to exact and severe criticism, and divided them into six volumes, of which the first 

contained the Letters; the second the Sermons de Tempore and de Sanctis; the third the 

sermons in Cantica; the fourth various Treatises; the fifth whose writings which are not by S. 

Bernard; and the sixth, those of the two disciples of the Holy Doctor, Gilbert and Guerric. It is 

he, also, who divided the Treatises into chapters and sections, and has prefixed analytical 

summaries to each Letter and Treatise. He spared neither labour nor expense to procure all the 

editions of S. Bernard which he could find in the libraries of different countries, although he 

was not successful in obtaining some of the works of that Father, of which Possevin and 

others have given a list. Besides these a great many introductions are added, the life of S. 

Bernard in seven books, with various Elogia of the Saint, and a chronology. Finally, he has 

inserted lengthy Notes, besides those shorter ones which are inserted in the margin throughout 

the work, with very full Indexes of the places of Scripture, of subjects, and of the names 

mentioned by S. Bernard. The reader cannot help recognising the immense labour with which 

he has endeavoured to make this edition absolutely accurate. Unfortunately the work of the 

printer has not altogether corresponded to his wishes. This learned man was preparing an 

edition more complete and more careful still when he died, on the 20th April, 1644.” (p.8). 

[54272] £450 

 

 

 

3. [Bible. O.T. Greek:] (Mills, David, ed.:) (Greek letters) Ê Palaia Diathêkê kata tous 

ebdomêkonta. Vetus Testamentum ex versione Septuaginta Interpretum, Secundum Exemplar 

Vaticanum Romae Editum, denuo recognitum. [...]. Trajecti ad Rhenum [Utrecht]: Apud 

Guilielmum vande Water, et Jacobum van Poolsum, 1725.  

2 vols. 8vo., pp. [cxl], 24, 903 [i.e. 895]; 928. Title pages in red and black. Greek text in 

double columns with Latin preface. Bound in original vellum with ink manuscript titles in ink 

to spines. All edges red, now darkened. Staining to text, more pronounced in earlier 

gatherings of Vol. I but not affecting legibility, some light foxing throughout but largely 

confined to margins, still a good set.   



 

 

Ownership inscriptions of “Joseph James de Gido(f?), Lugd Batav 1780” to both title-pages. 

Greek Old Testament or Septuagint, including Apocrypha, edited by David Mill (1692-1756) 

and printed in Leiden. 

[54362] £250 

 

 

4. Camden, William: (Philipot, John, ed.:) Remaines Concerning Britaine: [...] The fourth 

Impression, reviewed, corrected, and increased. London: Printed by A. I. for Symon Waterson 

1629.  

8vo., pp [iv], 346. With woodcut initials and ornaments. Engraving of author tipped in on 

verso of second front free endpaper. Title dusty, varying degrees of age browning, occasional 

marginal spotting, Rebound in half calf with marbled boards, spine gilt with morocco label, 

corners frayed and rounded otherwise very good.   

Descriptions from bookseller's catalogues tipped in to ffep and pasted to lower edge of rear 

paste-down. Early ink inscription, p.284. 

A fourth edition of this popular antiquarian work - the only one which William Camden 

(1551-1623) wrote in English. Long believed to be a collection of sundry material he had 

accumulated in the production of his great work, ‘Britannia’, it was instead intended as a 

separate work from the start - cheaper, aimed at a more popular readership, and with a 

stronger patriotic flavour (Parry, ‘The Trophies of Time’, p.45). “If the Remaines is an 

ungainly, seemingly shapeless collection, it is also frequently witty and wise, and richly 

varied” (Oxford DNB). Chapters discuss subjects including women’s Christian names, the 

history of the English language and English money, and the etymology of the most common 

English surnames. Posthumous editions, of which the present one was the first, included 

additional material not strictly authored by Camden. 

ESTC S107502.  

[54368] £350 



 

 

 

 

5. Cicero, Marcus Tullius: (Dolce, Ludovico, trans.:) Il Dialogo Dell’Oratore di Cicerone. 

Tradotto per M. Lodovico Dolce. Con la tavola. Con privilegio. Vinegia [Venice]: Apresso 

Gabriel Giolito de Ferrari, 1547.  

8vo., ff. [xvi], 176 pp. (*8, **8, A-Y8. NB The ** gathering of eight leaves, including 

contents, register and colophon, is bound before the main text in this copy, rather than at the 

end as described by Adams. Illustrated with wood engraved printer's devices on title page, at 

end of ** gathering and at end of text, by printer's flowers, serving as headpieces and by 

wood engraved pictorial capitals. Text in Italian, printed in italic throughout. Bound in 

original vellum, with recent paper spine label. Extremities worn and some staining but 

otherwise a clean crisp copy.   

Early ink inscription on title page erased but the figures of some calculations remain. 

An Italian translation of Cicero's De Oratore (three books written for his brother, Quintus), 

published in Venice in 1547. The translator, Lodovico Dolce (1508/10- 1568), Venetian 

humanist and prolific author and editor best known for his Dialogue on Painting, translated 

over fifty classical works into Italian and was associated with the Venetian printer, Gabriele 

Giolito de' Ferrari (c.1508-78), one of the first publishers of literature in the Italian 

vernacular. including a famous edition of Dante's Divina Commedia in 1565. His well-known 

printer's device, of a phoenix arising from the flames, appears several times here, most 

splendidly on **8 verso. 

Adams C1713.  

[54370] £450 



 

 

 

 

6. [Claudian] (Claudianus, Claudius: (Gesner, J.M., ed.:) [Opera] Quae Extant  Lipsiæ 

[Leipzig]: in officina Fritschia, 1759.  

8vo, pp. [x], xlviii, 720, [ccxxiv (index)]. Bound in original mottled calf, arms of the city 

of Haarlem with motto, Vicit vim virtus, within scrollwork borders gilt to boards; spine 

decorated gilt with contrasting maroon title. Some foxing throughout but otherwise a very 

good copy.   

Claudian of Alexandria (b. c. AD 360) was court poet under the emperor Honorius and 

his minister Stilicho. “In diction and technique he is the equal of Lucan and Statius, in 

hyperbole he perhaps outdoes them” (OCD). His poetry is also a valuable historical 

source. 

”This is really,” says Dr Harwood (quoted by Dibdin), “the edit. opt. of Claudian.” 

Dibdin (4th edn.) I, 471.  

[54363] £250 



 

 

 

 

7. Du Cange, Charles du Fresne: Glossarium ad Scriptores Mediae et Infimae Latinatis, [...] 

Venetiis [Venice]: apud Sebastianum Coleti, 1736; 1737; 1738; 1739; 1739; 1740.  

6 vols. folio, pp. xii, [iv], xlviii, col. 1312 + 2 plates (additional engraved title-page + 

engraved portrait); pp. [iv], col. 1606, [i]; [iv], col.1596, [i]; [iv], col.1344 + 10 numismatic 

plates; [iv], col.1488; [iv], col.1736. Each vol. with its own half-title and title-page. Faint 

dampstaining at head to vols. III, V and VI, a few spots of light foxing. Contemporary vellum, 

gilt spines with tan title labels. Small wormholes to spines, occasional marks to boards, vol. 

VI repaired at upper joint. Very good overall.   

Small paper label of the publisher Leo S. Olschki (1861-1940) to front pastedown. 

Reprint of the second (and best) edition (Paris, 1733-6), with differences in pagination and 

without the errata leaves found in the earlier production. Originally published in three 

volumes, Du Cange’s glossary of medieval and post-classical Latin words was posthumously 

doubled in size for the Parisian edition by scholars from the great Benedictine congregation of 

St Maur. “[Du Cange] is one of the greatest lexicographers of France, and his work in this 

department still remains unsurpassed” (Sandys). 

Brunet II 851. Graesse II 439.  

[54270] £900 



 

 

 

 

8. Erasmus, Desiderius: Des. Erasmi Roterodami Colloquia, cum notis, tertia parte 

auctoribus, et Indice novo. Accurente Corn. Schrevelio. Lugd. Batav. [Leiden]: Apud 

Franciscum Hackium, 1655.  

8vo., pp. [x], 677, [xxi] + engr. title-page. Contemporary vellum with ink spine title. 

Binding showing a considerable patina of age-related use, with some wear and staining 

and a general grubbiness, top edge darkened, and scattered mainly marginal foxing. Still a 

good and useful copy.   

Number and green sealing wax trace on front pastedown. 

The Colloquia of Erasmus, an enduringly popular and influential work of Christian 

Humanism, was first published in 1518 and expanded in twelve new editions by 1533, to 

consist of some fifty individual colloquies, or formal dialogues, on a variety of subjects, 

all written in a gentle humorous style. This 1655 Leiden edition was edited by Cornelis 

Schrevel (1608-64,  physician and scholar, born in Haarlem, and head of the college 

faculty of the University of Leiden after 1642. 

[54369] £200 



 

 

 

 

9. Fortunatus, Venantius: Carminum, Epistolarum, Expositionum Libri XI […].  

Moguntiæ [Mainz]: Sumptibus Bernardi Guatheri bibliop. Colonien., excudebat Ioannes 

Volmari, 1617.  

3 parts bound as 1. 4to., pp.[xii], 345, [xxvii]; 266, [x]; 150, [vi]. Title-page in red and 

black, pp.52-3 and p.129 also in red and black, wood cut initals and ornaments. The 

second part, Brouwer’s commentary on Venantius Fortunatus, has its own half-title and 

pagination; the third part, Hrabani Mauri ex magistro et Fuldensi Abbate Archieiscopi 

Moguntini, Poemata de diuersis, has its own title-page and pagination. MS in an old hand 

to front paste-down and ffep, some MS (possibly a signature) to title-page, marginalia and 

underlining in an old hand, some further pencilled notes to rear paste-down. Toned as 

usual, occasional spotting, small intermittent worm-trail mostly affecting bottom margin 

but reaching the text of leaves 2D-2Z with the loss of a few letters. Contemporary limp 

vellum, title inked to spine, ties lost, very good overall.   

To rfep inscription of W.C. Adnersdyck (?) dated April 1796. 

Venantius Honorius Clementianus Fortunatus (c. 530 – c. 600/609 AD) was a Latin poet 

and hymnographer in the Merovingian Court, and a bishop of the Early Church. He has 

been venerated as Saint Venantius Fortunatus since the Middle Ages. 

Brunet II, 1350-1  

[54271] £750 



 

 

 

 

10. Gregson, Matthew: Portfolio of Fragments relative to the History and Antiquities, 

Topography and Genealogies of the County Palatine and Duchy of Lancaster.  Liverpool: 

[s.n.] 1824.  

Second edition. Folio, pp. (preliminaries), 302, cviii + portrait frontispiece, 10 further portrait 

plates, 1 folding map, 1 folding plan, 4 genealogies, 11 other plates. Preliminaries erratically 

paginated, but consisting of half-title, title to 1817 edition, title to 1824 second edition, 

Dedication, Preface, List of Subscribers and Contents, as called for. Occasional smudgy 

marks but internally very good. Contemporary dark brown morocco, raised bands, gilt borders 

to spine compartments and boards, blind-tooled boards, gilt title to centre of upper board, 

a.e.g., marbled endpapers. Very light rubbing to joints, a few dusty marks, endpapers foxed 

but still very good indeed.   

To ffep verso, ownership inscription of J. Feilden, Mollington Hall. 

The Feildens were a family of Cheshire cotton merchants who occupied Mollington Hall, 

from 1796 to 1906. Twycross’s Mansions of England and Wales (1850) depicts a grand 

country house with lakes, described as ‘the seat of John Feilsen Esq.’ Mollington Hall was 

demolished in 1938, though its lodges and ice house remain. 

Printed by C.A. Worrall of Slater Court, Liverpool. 

Lowndes IV, 942  

[54141] £275 



 

 

 

 

11. Hawkins, Sir Richard: (Drinkwater Bethune, C.R. ed.:) The Observations of Sir 

Richard Hawkins. Knt. in his Voyage into the South Sea in the year 1593. London: 

Printed for The Hakluyt Society, 1847.  

Reprinted from the edition of 1622. 8vo., pp. [vii] viii-xvi, [v] vi [i] 8-246. With 

bibliographical references and index. Occasional faint spotting, very good. Blue 

publisher’s cloth, gilt title to spine (‘Hawkin’s Voyage’), blind stamped boards with gilt 

centrepiece of a ship. A little cocked, endcaps and upper joint worn, spine sunned but still 

good.   

Ownership inscription of H.B. Simpson dated January 1885 to ffep. 

Admiral Sir Richard Hawkins (or Hawkyns) (c.1562– 1622) was an English seaman, 

explorer and privateer. Originally published in London in 1622 by John Jaggard as 

Voyage into the South Sea, this story of his travels found huge popularity with 

Elizabethan readers. 

The Hakluyt Society: 1st Series, Number 1. 

[53949] £500 



 

 

 

 

12. Hugo, Herman: Obsidio Bredana armis Philippi IIII: Auspiciis Isabellæ ductu Ambr. 

Spinolæ. perfecta. Antuerpiæ [Antwerp]: Ex officina Plantiniana, 1629.  

Second edition. Folio, pp. [viii], 129, [iii] + 7 double leaves of plates. Engraved title-page by 

C. Galle after P.P. Reubens, with repair to verso. Additional illustrations in the text. Colophon 

reads: ‘Antuerpiæ, ex officina Plantiniana Balthasaris Moreti. M.DC.XXIX’. Leaf I2 (i.e. 

pp.67-8) bound after I3. Small ink stain at head edge of last few leaves, not affecting text. 

Contemporary vellum, title inked to spine. Some smudgy marks to vellum otherwise very 

good indeed.   

Belgian Jesuit Herman Hugo (1588-1629) followed Spinola in his campaigns and was present 

at the Siege of Breda (1624). After the city’s surrender its leaders and soldiers were allowed 

safe passage to leave the city with their banners and arms. The gesture was interpreted as an 

extraordinary act of Christian benevolence, and made Spinola famous throughout Europe. 

Hugo’s earlier publication Pia Desideria (Antwerp, 1624) went through 42 Latin editions, was 

widely translated and was, according to Peter M. Daly in his Companion to Emblem Studies 

(2008), "the most popular religious emblem book of the seventeenth century”. 

De Backer-Sommervogel IV, 520; Cat. Bib. Prov. Genootschap v. K. & W. 1954 p.100  

[54273] £900 



 

 

 

 

13. [Livy] Livius Patavinus, Titus: (Drakenborch, Arnold, ed.:) Historiarum ab Urbe Condita 

libri, qui supersunt, omnes, cum notis integris [...] Lugd. Batavor.; Amstelaedami [Leiden; 

Amsterdam]: Apud Samuel Luchtmans; Apud J. Wetstenium, & G Smith [vols. V-VII: J. 

Wetstenium & A. Schoonenburg], 1738; 1738; 1740; 1741; 1743; 1744; 1746.  

7 vols. 4to., pp. [xiv] 1119 [i] + 2 plates (eng. frontis. and port.); [iv] 1040; [iv] 1171 [i]; [iv] 

1098; [iv] 1140 + 1 folding chart; [iv] 996; [iv] lxxxiv 348, 310 + 3 plates. Each vol. with 

half-title, and title-page in red and black, woodcut ornaments. Sporadic very faint toning, 

vol.III with dusty mark at head of p.1097, a little light foxing to vol.IV, vol.VI with sporadic 

toning from gathering 4Y on.Internally very clean overall. Publisher’s binding, half deep pink 

sheep, black gilt title labels, marbled boards, uncut, some pages unopened at head. Spines 

rubbed and faded, but a very good unsophisticated set.   

“The labours of Drakenborch have entitled his edition to a superiority over every preceding 

one” (Dibdin). It also features on Dibdin’s list of the ‘editiones optimae’ of quarto variora. 

Drakenborch (1684-1748) was professor of History and Eloquence at Utrecht; his Livy was 

frequently used as a basis for later editions. 

Contains: Vol.I. Liber I-IV; Vol. II. Liber V-IX; Vol.III. Liber X-XXVI; Vol. IV. Liber 

XXVII-XXXVI; Vol. V. Liber XXXVII-XLV. Supplementa Liviana a libro quadragesimo 

sexto auctore Johanne Freinshemio [Liber XLVI LX]; Vol. VI. Fragmenta deperditorum 

librorum T. Livii; Vol. VII. Praefatio ad lectorem Arnoldus Drakenborch. Vita Titi Livii, ex 

G.J. Vossioi, etc. 

Dibdin (4th edn.) II 169. Schweiger II 536. Brunet III 1108. Graesse IV 230.  

[54339] £650 



 

 

 

14. [Military History] Flanders Delineated or, a view of the Austrian and French Netherlands. 

[...] Reading: printed and sold by J. Newbery and C. Micklewright, [...] 1745  

FIRST EDITION. 8vo. pp. [8], 310, [2] (last leaf with directions to the binder) + 3 engraved, 

hand-coloured folding maps of Flanders, Germany and northern Italy, and 1 plate with 

fortifications and gunnery. Uniform light age browning, the odd very minor marginal spot, 

upper edge a little dust-stained. Contemporary polished calf, double gilt ruled, raised bands, 

spine gilt, gilt-lettered red morocco label, recently and well rebacked with boards and (slightly 

bumped) corners refurbished.   

Late 18th-century armorial bookplate of Capt. Thomas Tyrwhitt-Drake. 

A good, clean copy of the first edition of this scarce, beautifully illustrated work on military 

history. It is a detailed survey of the ongoing war for the Austrian Succession (1740-8), ‘of 

great Use to all who are willing to have a clear idea of the Operations of the several Armies’. 

The first part, by an anonymous ‘Officer of the Allied Army now in Flanders’, comprises a 

geographical survey and a military history of the Austrian and French Netherlands, prefaced 

by a short history of the Low Countries. The second part, similarly anonymous, is a brief 

account of the topography and history of Bavaria, Bohemia, Moravia and Austria, and an 

account of the ‘Pragmatic Sanction’ which started the war against Germany. At rear is a 

military dictionary, as well as a page of instructions to the binder. In addition to three detailed 

maps of Flanders, Germany and northern Italy, it features an engraved plate with beautifully 

delineated samples of fortifications and gunnery. The work is dedicated to Field Marshal 

George Wade (1673-1748), who served in all the major European wars from the late 1680s to 

the mid-18th century. He was also ‘Commander in Chief of His Majesty's forces, castles, forts 

and barracks in North Britain’, by which he oversaw the construction of hundreds of miles of 

military roads and 30 military bridges in Scotland.  

Capt. Thomas Drake Tyrwhitt (1749-1810), MP for Amersham (1795-1810) and Sheriff of 

Glamorganshire (1786-7). 

ESTC T140942. ESTC lists only 6 copies (3 in the UK and 3 in the US).  

[53648] £1,000 



 

 

 

 

15. Philostratus, Lucius Flavius: (Blount, Charles, trans.:) The two first books of Philostratus 

concerning the life of Apollonius Tyaneus: written originally in Greek, and now published in 

English: together with philological notes upon each chapter. London: printed for Nathaniel 

Thompson, 1680.  

First edition of this translation. Small folio, pp. [viii] 243 [i]. Title in red and black, woodcut 

initials, tree of the intellectual genealogy of philosophers on p. 145. Small hole to the centre 

of leaves Z3- Z4 affecting a few words, some tiny spots and scorch marks, occasional light 

toning. Contemporary speckled calf boards neatly rebacked with older label preserved, 

corners repaired, endpapers replaced, very good.   

First edition of the first English translation of Philostratus, by Charles Blount (1654-1693), an 

important associate and admirer of Thomas Hobbes. Blount, a deist or religious freethinker, 

added detailed notes to his rendering of this 3rd century AD work of pagan hagiography, 

which attack witchcraft (a code for the established church), and suggest that the teachings of 

the pagan philosopher Apollonius were more valuable than Christ’s. The notes reveal the 

influence of Thomas Hobbes and were thought by the encyclopaedist Pierre Bayle to have 

been based on nunpublished notes by England’s first metaphysical philosopher, and original 

deist, Baron Herbert of Cherbury (1654-1709). The book was subsequently banned in 

England and only reprinted on the continent. 

ESTC R4123; Wing P 2132.  

[54327] £750 



 

 

 

 

16. Plautus, Titus Maccius: M. Accii Plauti Comoediae Superstit: XX. Ad doctisim: virorum 

editiones representate. Amstelodami [Amsterdam]: Apud Joan. et Corn. Blaeu, 1640.  

16mo., pp. 640, [vi]. Engraved title page. Bound in contemporary vellum, manuscript title  

“Plautus” in ink to spine. Extremities somewhat age stained, but otherwise a very good copy.   

Early ink signature of F. Adams to ffep. 

Not in Dibdin. 

Schweiger III 765.  

[54361] £175 

 

17. Salmasius, Claudius [Saumaise, Claude]; Milton, John: 1) Defensio regia pro Carolo I 

[...]; 2) Angli pro Populo Anglicano Defensio Contra Claudii Anonymi, alias Salmasii, 

Defensionem Regiam. 1) Sumptibus regiis [Leiden]; 2) Londini [Amsterdam]: 1) [Elzevir]; 2) 

Typis Du-Gardianis [Jannson?], 1649; 1651.  

Two works in bound in one volume.12mo., pp. [ii], 720 [ii]; [xl], 330. Woodcut devices to 

title-pages (including Commonwealth arms to the second work), initials and head-pieces. 

Original vellum with 'Salmasius pro, Milton contra' and Commonwealth arms to spine in 

manuscript ink. Sympathetically recased at some point, now with gaps at joints but still intact, 

binding and edges rather grubby, intermittent foxing to text, still a good copy with a pleasing 

patina of age and use.   

Various early annotations in ink to front pastedown and pencil to ffep made by previous 

owners. 17th c. ownership inscription crossed out to title-page, top margin of title-page with 

excision of, presumably, another ownership inscription, and most recently ‘E.E. Doble (?) 

1/11/1904’ to front pastedown. 

 



 

 

 

 

Saumaise was a French protestant scholar, internationally famous during his lifetime and now 

perhaps best remembered for the first work,  Defensio regia pro Carolo I, here in a second 

edition published in the same year as the first. One of the first published defences of Charles I, 

it appeared anonymously (though the identity of its author was widely known) in 1649, with a 

French translation also by Saumaise following soon after the inital publication. Charles II 

helped to cover printing costs, and donated a further £100 to the author. The Council of State 

considered the work highly damaging to trade relations with continental Europe and 

commissioned Milton to write a reply. That reply is the second work we find here, now 

commonly known as Defensio Prima. The second Earl of Bridgewater notes in his copy, now 

in the Huntington Library, that (in Latin) 'this book is most deserving of burning, its author of 

the gallows'. ‘This judgement, which was typical of English royalist reactions, was echoed in 

the chancellaries of Europe, and it was to the educated citizens of Europe (especially those of 

the United Provinces) that Milton addressed his defence of the regicide.’ (ODNB). Defensio 

Prima was ordered to be printed on 23rd December 1650, and ran to more than a dozen 

editions in its first two years. 

2) ESTC R234384. Coleridge, Catalogue Milton Collection Turnbull Library, 51.  

[54366] £600 

 

18. Saxe, Maurice, Comte de: Memoires sur l’Infanterie, ou Traite des Legions, Composé 

(Suivant l'Exemple des anciens Romains) par Mr. Le Marechal Comte de Saxe. Ouvrage 

posthume. La Haye [The Hague]: Chês Antoine Gibert, 1753.  

8vo, pp. 104 + 3 folding tables. Title page in red and black. Bound in original calf, spine in 

compartments with raised bands decorated gilt with contrasting maroon morocco title label, 

gilt. Light browning mainly to preliminaries, extremities a little worn, slight worming to 

lower margins throughout, not affecting text, otherwise a very good and attractive copy.   

Armorial bookplate of Philip, 2nd Earl Stanhope (1714-86), with “No. 35” and “£5” written in 

ink at the top. to front paste-down 

 



 

 

 

Maurice, Comte de Saxe (1696-1750) was born in Goslar, the illegitimate son of Augustus II, 

King of Poland and Elector of Saxony. After serving under Prince Eugene of Savoy and Peter 

the Great of Russia, he entered French service in 1720, receiving the title of Marshall of 

France in 1743. De Saxe greatly distinguishing himself in the War of Austrian Succession 

where he defeated the Duke of Cumberland at Fontenoy in 1745, although his attempt to 

invade Britain the previous year had failed when the invasion fleet was wrecked off the coast 

of Dunkirk. This short treatise on the reform of the French infantry was also issued at the 

Hague in 1753 in a 152 page 12mo edition by a different publisher. 

[54371] £200 

 

 

19. [Snelling, Thomas:] A View Of The Silver Coin And Coinage Of England, From The 

Norman Conquest To The Present Time. Consider’d with Regard to Type, Legend, Sorts, 



 

 

Rarity, Weight, Fineness and Value. With Copper-Plates. London: Printed for T. Snelling, 

next the Horne Tavern, in Fleet Street. Who buys and sells all sorts of Coins and Medals. 

1762.  

Large 4to., pp. [ii], 55, [i] + 18 engraved plates.  Bound in original half calf over marbled 

boards, neatly rebacked  and gilt-lettered “Silver Coinage”. Occasional foxing and mild 

marginal dampstaining, with marginal repair to two leaves, affecting neither plates nor text. 

Otherwise a very good copy.   

Ownership inscriptions of Samuel C. George, Romney 1815 to front paste-down and Alfred 

Smyth, Bournemouth to ffep verso. 

[54360] £350 

 

 

 

20. Sarton, George: Introduction to the History of Science. Volume I: From Homer to Omar 

Khayyam; Volume II, Part I & Part II: From Rabbi Ben Ezra to Roger Bacon; Volume III: 

Science and Learning in the Fourteenth Century, Part I: (First Half of the Fourteenth Century) 

& Part II: (Second Half of the Fourteenth Century). Malabar, Florida: Robert E. Krieger 

Publishing Co., 1975.  

Reprint. Three volumes in five, 8vo., pp. xi, 839; xiii, 480; xvi, 481-1251; xxxv, 1018; x, [iv], 

1019-2155. Bound in brown cloth, black-lettered to spines and front boards. Unread, as new.   

Copyrighted by the Carnegie Institution of Washington and first published by The Williams 

and Wilkins Company, between the years 1927-1948. 

[54291] £100 



 

 

 

 

21. Thorndike, Lynn: A History of Magic and Experimental Science: [Vols. I & II] During the 

First Thirteen Centuries of our Era; [Vols. III & IV] Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries; 

[Vols. V & VI] The Sixteenth Century; [Vol. VII & VIII] The Seventeenth Century. New 

York: Columbia University Press, 1923; 1934; 1941; 1958.  

Later reprints of first edition. 8 vols., 8vo., pp. xl, 835; vi, 1036; xxvi, 827; xxviii, 767; xxii, 

695; xviii, 766; x, 695; viii, 808. Hardback: green cloth, gilt-lettered to spine, blind stamp of 

Columbia University insignia to upper board of all except Vol. III. Issued without dust-

jackets, but 6 volumes retaining publisher’s protective tissue covers. Minor signs of shelf-

wear in all volumes but not readership in most, a little scattered foxing to edges of a couple of 

volumes; overall, a very good set.   

Although dated as first published, all these volumes are numbered as later impressions (I & II 

seventh; III - VI sixth; VII & VIII fifth), and all have 10-digit ISBNs, and so were printed 

sometime between 1970 and 2007. For a work commenced by the author in 1902, this 

continuity in print is testament indeed to the durability of scholarship and application. 

[54196] £800 

 

22. [Warburg Institute]  Wind, Edgar & Wittkower, Rudolf, Founding Editors: Journal of 

the Warburg Institute. (Later becoming) Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes. 

London: The Warburg Institute, University of London, 1937 – 1985  

We have here: Vols. 1, 2, 3, 11, 16 (1-2 = 2 parts published in 1 vol.), 17 (3-4 = 2 parts 

published in 1 vol.), 18 (1-2, 3-4 = 4 parts published in 2 vols.), 19 (1-2, 3-4 = 4 parts 

published in 2 vols.), 20 (1-2, 3-4 = 4 parts published in 2 vols.), 21 (1-2 = 2 parts published 

in 1 vol.), 22 (3-4 = 2 parts published in 1 vol.), 25 (3-4 = 2 parts published in 1 vol.), 31, 32, 

33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 48, 50. 

Thus 32 individual volumes in all, plus (a free supplement of) about 30 off-prints of 

individual essays. 

A full list of the contents of each volume can be found at: 

https://www.jstor.org/journal/jwarbcourinst 

Volumes 1 – 3 are cloth-bound, all succeeding volumes are paperbacks. Condition is 

generally good consistent with age with some rubbing to the paper covers and some slight 

foxing to the earlier volumes.   



 

 

 

 

 

 “The Journal is intended as an interdisciplinary forum, uniting scholars specialising in 

cultural history including the history of art, and intellectual history including the history of 

ideas. It publishes articles based on new research, normally from primary sources. 

The subject matter encompasses intellectual themes and traditions, the arts in their various 

forms, religion, philosophy, science, literature and magic, as well as political and social life, 

from antiquity to the dawn of the contemporary era. Typically the subjects discussed either 

centre on or have some connection with Western, usually European cultures; therefore, too, 

the Journal provides a home for research into the many interconnections between those 

cultures and others which have flourished beyond European borders - particularly, but by no 

means limited to, the cultures and learning of the Near East. 

Founded in 1937 as one of the first publishing projects of the Warburg Institute following its 

arrival in London, the Journal of the Warburg Institute became the Journal of the Warburg 

and Courtauld Institutes two years later and has flourished as a collaborative enterprise since 

that time. Still produced in-house at the Warburg, the Journal relies on Editorial and Advisory 

Board members drawn from both the Warburg Institute and the Courtauld Institute of Art, and 



 

 

on our two institutions’ extensive scholarly libraries, research facilities and international links 

and networks.” 

Later editors would include E.H. Gombrich, Frances Yates, Anthony Blunt and T.S.R. Boase. 

Regarding origins:  

The books and photographs of the Kulturwissenschaftliche Bibliothek Warburg, with their 

attendant scholars, migrated from Hamburg to London in 1933. Within a year, reformulated 

as the Warburg Institute, they had, with the help of friends and supporters, found a temporary 

home, in Thames House. There would be further movements and disruptions before the 

Institute settled into its present quarters in Woburn Square, built for it by the University of  

London, in 1958. Fritz Saxl and his colleagues resolved on the production of a Journal, in 

English, which would diffuse Warburgian ideas and reaffirm the values of threatened 

European humanism, by exemplifying and promoting a cross-disciplinary approach to the 

study of intellectual and cultural history. 

In Hamburg Saxl had been in charge not only of the Library, but of its programme of 

lecturing and publishing; he had thereby fostered close associations with the new University 

of Hamburg, involving figures such as Ernst Cassirer and Erwin Panofsky. London presented 

a very different intellectual environment, with academic life much more compartmentalised, 

and art history, Saxl’s original field of study, only beginning to gain recognition as a scholarly 

discipline: the foundation of the Courtauld Institute in 1932 just preceded the establishment of 

the Warburg Institute in London. The very notion of Kulturwissenchaft, the term by which 

Warburg’s library in Hamburg had defined itself, was novel and alien in Britain. Indeed, the 

difficulties of finding English equivalents for this and other key Warburgian concepts, such as 

Das Nachleben der Antike, hint at the effort of cultural adaptation and assimilation involved 

in the creation of an Institute which sought to make a virtue of its enforced transplantation. 

[54367] £600 

 


